
GAP BETWEEN GENERATIONS ESSAY

Generation Gap occurs when there is a considerable difference of age (an entire generation) between two people. It
often becomes a cause of conflict between.

This can be curbed only if both hear the voice of the other carefully and with sympathy. The people belonging
to different generations have been given different names for instance those born before independence have
been termed as the Traditionalists, the generation after that is called the Baby Boomers, those born between
and are called Generation X and those born between and are known as the Generation Y. People from the
previous generation did not get things handed out to them. This difference can best be seen in the difference of
interests and hobbies. Many think it is as simple as growing more food; but simply growing more food is not
so easy. Close relationships with parents and trust are important. Language is a traditional value for every
country. Generation Gap Essay â€” 4 words Introduction Generation gap is basically the gap between different
generations. On the other hand, the older people consider the young generation shallow, lacking knowledge
and moral depth. Now the life has become very competitive and fast. Generation Gap is explained as the
difference of ideologies and opinions between people belonging to two different generations. No two
generations have shared the same views and options. However, this help has also made my generation less
grateful, and we take more things for granted than the other generations. Imagine a whole year without
learning and then coming back to intense rigorous classes at a University This change gives way to newer
ideas and breaks the unreasonable stereotypes and this in turn has a positive impact on the society. Each
generation sets its own fashion trends, introduces its own slangs, influences the development of science and
technology and comes up with fresh ideas and so on. Based on their point of view, beliefs, ideas, and over all
behaviour generations have been classified into different categories. The younger generation prefers to adopt
modern values due to which they create their own ways of behavior. Baby Boomers were the first to be born
between and and they represent 41 percent of the three groups. The youngsters have free mind and aspire
freedom more than anything. The technological advances play a great role in enlarging the gap as the younger
generations are quicker to accept and adopt these technologies and consider the conservative elders of their
families as very old fashioned in their, tastes, opinions and out looks toward life. Acting like a barrier, it keeps
the different generations distinct. It has been observed that the parents try to impose their values and
ideologies on their kids while the later want to explore the world on their own. My generation definitely has it
easier and has more opportunities to succeed I really don't know if I agree! Adults make assumptions about
kids, based on the way they dress, which pushes kids further and further away.


